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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION*

REGION 111

Report No. 50-483/92007(DRP)

Docket No. 50-483 License No. NPf-30

Licensee: Union Electric Company
Post Office Box 149 - Hail Code 400
St. Louis H0 63166

Facility Name: Callaway Plant, Unit 1

Intpection at: Callaway Site, Steedman, MO

Inspection Conducted: April through May 31, 1992

Inspectors: B. L. Bartlett
D. R. Calhoun
K. R. Marcus
G. F. O'Dwyer
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Approved By: Richard L. Hague, Chief. Date
Reactor Projects, Section 3C

Inspection Summary:
Jnspection from April 1 throuah May 31. 1992 (Recort No. 50-483/92007(DRP))
Areas inspected: Routine unannounced safety inspections of onsite followup of
events, plant operations, maintenance / surveillance, reliable decay heat
removal during outages, engineered safety features system walkdown, and
inspection of licensee event reports.

Results: Of the areas inspected, no violations or deviations were identified.
An executive summary follows.

Ooerations

Refueling outage and post-outage startup activities were well planned and
implemented. Operational response to plant events was prompt and
professional . While almost all operations procedures were performed as
intended, there were at least two incidents of an inadvertent transfer of
water from the spent fuel -)ool due to licensed operator errors. The licensee
was well prepared and exhialted a conservative decision making process during
difficult plant operations such as reduced inventory, mid-loop level, and
reactor startup.
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Radioloaical Controls

The liceasee continues to have problems with outage related events such as
personnel contamination incidents, inadvertent spills of radioactive fluids,
and housekeeping. Corrective actions by the licensee need to be continued and
strengthened.

Maintenance / Surveillance

The area of maintenance and surveillance continues to be well executed by the
licensee. Durh19 refueling outa5e five the perfoi 4ance of maintenance and
surveillance continued to be strong and conservative. Only minor problems
were noted.

Enaineerina and Technical Sucoort

The licensee made good use of industry technical information in the
identification and followup of an instrumentation question. The reactor
startup was performed only after conservative setpoints had been entered into
the suspect instruments. Engineering followup to issues and events occurring
in the plant was timely and effective.

Safety Assessment and Ouality Verification

Licensee management's preparation for and implementation of refueling outage
Except for the ontinuing problems with personnelfive was effective. c

contamination incidents, housekeeping, and floor contaminations the outage
transpired in a remarkably smooth and trouble free manner. The licensee's
organization, while stretched, did not appear to be over stressed. This
allowed the organization to safely respond to events and new information as
they be:ame evident.

,
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DETAILS*

-1. Persons Contacted.

D. F. Schnell, Senior Vice President, Nuclear.
*G. L. Randolph, Vice. President, Nuclear Operations
J. D. Blosser, Manager, Callaway Plant
C. D. Naslund, Manager, Nuclear Engineering

*J. V. Laux, Manager, Quality Assurance-
*J. R. Peevy, Manager, Operations Sup) ort

M._.E. Taylor, Assistant Manager, Wor ( Control
D. E. Young, Superintendent, Operations
R. R. Roselius, Superintendent, Health Physics
T. P. Sharkey, Supervising Engineer, U te Licensing
G. J..Czeschin, Superintendent, Planning and Scheduling
G. R. Pendegraff, Superintendent,-Security
C. E. Slizewski,- Supervisor, Quality Assurance Program
G. A. Hughes, Supervisor, Independent Safety Engineer Group

*J. C. Gearhart, Superintendent, Operations Support, Quality
Assurance

C. S. Pettel, Quality Assurance Engineer
J..A. McGraw, Superintendent, Design Control

* Denotes those present at one or more exit interviews.

In addition, a number of equipment operators, reactor operators, senior
reactor operators, and other members of the quality control, operations,
maintenance, health _ physics, and engineering staffs were contacted.

2. Onsite followuo of Events (932Q11

a.- During tM s inspection period the licensee identified a potential
problem uth the feedwater flow venturis. Erosion of the -
relatively soft carbon steel pipe from around the stainless steel
u) stream pressure taps has introduced a nonconservative error into
tie indicated feedwater flow rate.

Technical Specification (TS) surveillance requirement 4.2.5.5
states that at least once per 18 months the feedwater flow
venturies.will be inspected for fouling and will be cleaned as
necessary. The differential pressure across the venturies is used
to measure the feedwater flow rate. This flow rate is used for
indication, control-of steam generator water levels, and is part
of the calculation for reactor thermal power. The reactor power
calculation has several v&riables with feedwater flow as the
largest value or variable in the equation; thus, any error:in this
value introduces a significant error .in measured reactor power.
The requirement to inspect the venturies ensured that any fouling
that built up did not adversely affect the accuracy of the
feedwater. flow instruments. .

During previous refueling outages, the licensee had inspected the
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venturis as required by TSs, but during refuel five the licensee'

performed an inspection of the high pressure taps for the first
time. The feedwater piping is made of carbon steel while the
pressure taps are made of stainless steel. The erosion rates of
the two materials can differ by as much as a factor of 1,000. The
walls of the pipe had eroded from around the inlet of the high
pressure taps leaving them partially intruded into the process
stream. While the total pressure at the inlet of the pressure tap
remained the same, the effects of the static and dynamic pressures
on the pressure tap are different. This has had the effect of
lowering indicated differential pressure. Patantially, Callaway
has been operated at power levels higher than previously
indicated.

During the reactor startup following refueling outage five, the
licensee recalibrated the feedwater flow transmitters to ensure
that the accuracy of the secondary side calorimetric was within
the accuracy (+/- 2 percent) assumed in the Final Safety Analysis
Report (FSAR). A chemical tracer test will be utilized to
accurately determine the feedwater flow rate. This will be
performed while operating near full power. The results of this
test will be used to correct the error introduced into the venturi
instruments and determine the extent, if any, that the unit has
operated at higher than previously indicated power levels.

The NRC inspectors reviewed Request for Resolution (RFR) 10155,
Revision A " Revise Calibration Span for Feedwater Flow
Transmitters" and attended the On-Site Review Committee (0RC)
meeting which reviewed and discussed the instrumentation changes
necessary to ensure that the unit was operated in a safe manner.
The licensee determined that it would take a chemical test data
inaccuracy of greater than 370 percent to have the unit operate at
greater than the +/- 2 percent inaccuracy assumed in the FSAR.
Notwithstanding this, the licensee issued orders to the operating
crews that the unit was not to be operated at greater than 99
perctnt power.

The NRC inspectors will follow the licensee's chemical tracer test
and document the results of this test in a future inspection
report,

b. On May 23, 1992, at 5:13 p.m. d.s.t, a reactor trip / turbine
trip /feedwater isolation occurred. The cause of the trip was a
spurious close of feedwater isolation valve AE FV-0041. All
equipment operated as designed. Additional followup of this event
will be documented in the followup and closure of the Licensee
Event Report.

c. On May 15, 1992, the licensee identified that the reactor coolant
system (RCS) unidentified leakage rate exceeded the TS maximum
limit of one gallon per minute (gpm) (3.785 liters per minute
(lpm)). The RCS was at a pressure of 1800 pounds per square inch
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(124 bar) and the licensee was performing back leakage testing of |-

the RCS check valves. A small leak was identified in containment
and a decision was made to perform a test to determine to what
extent the RCS was leaking. This test is normally not performed
until after all of the RCS check valves have been leak tested as
the leak test helps to ensure that all of the check valves are
fully seated. The unidentified leak rate was measured at 2.55 gpm
(9.652 1pm). The licensee informed the NRC at approximately 3:22
a.m. d.s.t. and requested permission to delay starting the
cooldowr. of the plant, required by TSs, in order to finish
performing the RCS check valve testing. The NRC determined there
was sufficient time available to perform the RCS check valve
testing and safely shut down the unit if necessary and denied the
licensee permission to delay TS compliance. The licensee was able
to requantify the leakage within the time available. The RCS
leakage was reduced to the minimum the licensee was able to
achieve and the startup was continued,

d. During this inspection period, the inspectors observed
surveillance ISL-SE-00N44 which was performed by Instrument and
Controls technicians. The technicians used a digital multi-meter
and a detector current microampere meter to calibrate the upper
and lower power range detsctors. The calibration for the upper
detector was performed first and was immediately followed by the
calibration for the lower detector.

During the calibration of the uppe'. detector, the inspectors
observed fluctuations in the values displayed on the meters.
There were no fluctuations associated with the calibration of the
lower detector. The inspector inquired about the value
fluctuations. In response to the inquiry, the technicians wiped
the potentiometer clean, replaced the digital multi-meter, and
recalibrated the upper detector. The surveillance was completed
satisfactorily with no further fluctuations observed.

e. Waterhammer Events in the Essential Service Water (ESW) System

An inspection was initiated to followup on recent waterhammer
events in the ESW system and to assess the licensee's response.
The inspection entails a review of plant procedures, the
engineering evaluations performed, and any damage incurred to the
ESW system. The inspectors will evaluate the licensee's
corrective actions to ensure that appropriate measures were taken'

; to minimize the recurrence of waterhammer events. This inspection
| will be completed and documented in Inspection Report 92009.

Conclusion

The licensee made good use of industry technical information in the
identification and followup of the feedwater vcaturi issue. The
investigations and calculations performed by the licensee were
conservative and involved sound judgment. The licensee made a timely
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informational call to the NRC concerning the unidentified RCS leakage, l-

however, the request to delay TS compliance was not required. ;

3. Plant Ooerations (71707)

The objectives of this inspection were to ensure that the facility was
being operated safely and in conformance with license and regulatory
requirements and that the licensee's management control systems were
effectively discharging the liansee's responsibilities for continued
safe operation. The methods used to perform this inspection included
direct observation of activities and equipment, tours of the facility,
interviews and discussions with licensee personnel, independent
verification of safety system status and limiting conditions for
operation (LCOs), corrective actions, and review of facility records.

Areas reviewed during this inspection included, but were not limited to,
control room activities, routine surveillances, engineered safety
feature operability, radiation protection controls, fire protection,
security, plant cleanliness, instrumentation and alarms, deficiency
reports, and corrective actions,

a. The licensee spent almost all of this inspection period in a
regularly scheduled refueling outage. During the last refueling
outage, the licensee encountered problems with personnel
contamination incidents (PCIs). Systematic Assessment of Licensee
Performance (SALP) report 483/92001 discussed a problem ths* the
licensee was having with PCIs. The number of PCIs during
refueling outage four was excessive. The licensee has been unable
to reduce the nu 6 er of PCIs during refueling outage five. The
nu;nber of PCIs during refueling outage four was approximately 400
while the number of PCIs during refueling five was 522. Refuel
four involved significant amounts of work inside the biological
shield performing modifications. Refuel five did not have the
same amount of modifications inside the bio-shield but, did
involve significant amounts of work inside the primary side of the
steam generators. The number of PCIs and the inability of the
licensee to control PCIs reflects a weakness in the radiological
controls area of the licensee's organization. NRC Health Physics
specialists will continue to evaluate this problem.

b. 1he licensee typically maintains a tight control over contaminated
areas within the plant. The square footage of contaminated areas
during normal power operations is usually very low. During
refueling outage five, the licensee ended up with large amounts of

- the Radiologically Controlled Area (RCA) being contaminated. Some
areas were contaminated due to normal outage draining evolutions,
other areas were contaminated due to leaking equipment, and five
rooms were contaminated due to three unrelated spills of
contaminated water. A number of PCIs were generated due to these
events but nuclear safety was not threatened nor were there any
serious exposures. Once the areas were contaminat9d the licensee
decontaminated them on a schedule commensurate with balancing ease
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serious exposures. Once the areac were contaminated the licensee'

decontaminated them on a schedule commensurate with balancing ease
of access with difficulty of decontamination. At one point the
licensee had the north ano south mechanical penetration rooms, the
"A" and "B" containment spray pump rooms, the "A" and "B" residual
heat removal pump rooms, the "A" safety injection pump room, the
"A" spent fuel pool cooling pump room and the "B" centrifugal
charging pump room contaminated. Additional discussion on the
spills is documented below,

c. On April 2, 1992, an inadvertent spill occurred in the "A"
residual heat removal (RHR) pump room and the "A" containment
spray (CS) pump room. The spill was due to a relief valve on the
volume control tank (VCT) prematurely lifting. This resulted in
airborne contamination levels as high as 4 times the maximum
permissible concentration (MPC) in both rooms. The licensee
restricted access into the auxiliary building as a protectiva
measure due to the iodine airborne problem. At the time of the
event, the reactor core was off-loaded to the spent fuel pool
(SFP).

The event occurred while draining down the reactor coolant system
using the "A" train of RHR. The RHR system was aligned to the
chemical and volume control System (CVCS) providing letdown flow
for draindown operation via the reactor holdup tanks (RHUTs).
Normal operation requires that the letdown flow be equal to
charging flow plus seal injection flow, nominally 120 gpm (454.2
1pm), while maintaining a constant level of 50% in the VCT.
However, since the unit was not in operation, letdown flow was
between 110-120 gpm (416.35-454.21pm) while charging flow was
only 40 gpm (151.41pm). To maintain a constant level ir, the VCT,
the varying amounts of excess flow bypassed the VCT as directed by
LC V-Il2A, level divert valve. The VCT is provided with
overpressure protection by relief valve BG 8120 which has a
setpoint of 75 psig (5.17 bar). The licensee determined that this
valve was prematurely lifting between 50-55 psig (3.45-3.79 bar).
The premature lifting of the valve was due te the difficulty of
maintaining VCT level constant with a relatiMy large letdown
flow. The licensee believes that the continual use of LC V-ll2A
in controlling VCT level caused BG 8120 to lift early.

The relief valve discharged into the RHUT header which had been
tagged out-of-service (005) under Workman's Protection Assurance
(WPA) tag 2255. This header along with drain valves HE V-0170 and
171 were tagged 00S to perform scheduled maintenance. A drain rig
on valves HE V-0170 and 171 drained to the RHR sump.

Concurrent with the RCS draindown operation were evolutions
involving the draindown of the containment spray system header and
purging of the steam generator U-tubes with nitrogen. At about
10:00 a.m., the reactor operator (RO) noticed that the "A" RHR
pump room sump level was increasing and continued to increase even
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though the sump pumps were running. After operator action to
address rising sump level was taken,. sump level returned to
normal. However, two to three inches of water was subsequently
identified on the floors of the "A" CS and "A" RHR pump rooms.
The overfilling of the sump caused floor contamination and the
release of airborne iodine resulting in airborne levels reaching 4
MPC. Access to the pump rooms was restricted for several hours.

An Event Review Team was convened to address the event. The
licensee later determined that a contributing factor to this event
was that the RHR sump pumps were overpowered by the containment
sump pumps. Both sets of pumps discharge to the same header and
were operating at the same time. Valve BG-8120 was replaced.

A similar event occurred on April 3, 1992, involving the "B"
. trains of CS and RHR. The event occurred while draining down

additional piping in the RCS loops and the RHR system. Since the
containment sump pumps and the RHR sump pump discharge to the same
header and were operating at the same time, the RHR sump pumps
were once again overpowered leading to overfilling the pump rooms,

d. On two occasions, on April 4,1992, with the core off-loaded to
the SFP, approximately 6,000 gallons (22,710 liters) of water was
inadvertently drained from the SFP to the refueling water storage
tank (RWST). The licensee identified the leak path and closed the
appropriate valves. The required TS level, of 23 feet (7.01
meters) in the SFP, was maintained during both events.

The first loss of water occurred during draindown evolutions. The
reactor operator (RO) was performing 0TS-KE-0018, " Draining the
Refuel Pool," using the "A" train of the residual heat removal
system. The licensee identified that the leakage occurred due to
valve EC V-073, ' Fuel pool clean-up demin to SFP' and valve BN V-
0002, ' Fuel pool clean-up to RWST iso,' being open at the same
time. Approximately 3,000 gallons (11,355 liters) of water was
transferred from the SFP to the RWST with both valves open. In
performing surveillance OTS-KE-00018, the RO failed to complete
step 4.3.1.2 which required closing EC V-073 before opening BN V-
0002.

During the second instance, since the lower refuel cavity (LRC)
was not to be drained, step 4.3.1.5.2 was not performed. This
step is considered part of the process for draining the LRC and
requires valve BN V-0002 to be closed. As a result, the path from
the SFP to the RWST was re-established transferring another 3,000
gallons (11.355 liters) of water.

The licensee immediately issued temporary change notice (TCN) #92-
0481 to OTS-KE-00018 to ensure that valves EC V-073 and BN V-0002
were closed to prevent a draindown path frem the SFP to the RWST.
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e. During this report period, the inspectors looked at the'

containn.ent spray pump (system designator EN) motor start
sequencing scheme following a request from the regional office.
The inspectors noted that the EN pump motors received a start
signal from the load sequencer at 15 seconds following.an accident
signal, if a high containment pressure signal was also present.
The Region was concerned about what would happen if a start signal
was received but high containment pressure was not achieved until
a few seconds later. This could result in two separate motors
attempting to load at the same time, causing an overload of the
emergency diesel generator. The licensee stated that if the
containment pressure signal was not present at 15 seconds that a
25 second time delay relay would start. This delay would prevent
the EN motors from starting until after the last load had
sequenced on to the bus at 35 seconds. The licensee also stated
that the accident analyses had included this additional delay,
thus, the additional delay did not result in a decrease in nuclear
safety.

f. During this refueling outage, the licensee allowed plant
housekeeping to slip to levels far below where it is usually
maintained. The NRC inspectors made several comments to the
licensee concerning housekeeping inside containment, the auxiliary
building, and the main steam isolation valve rooms (commonly
referred to as Area 5).

When tie plant was in hot shutdown, the NRC inspectors toured
containment and pointed out to the licensee a number of messy
areas. The licensee had not completed the final closeout of
containment, and the items found would not have clogged the
emergency sumps; yet, the cleanliness level was still
unacceptable. The itcensee cleaned up containment. The NRC
inspectors toured containment again several days later with the
plant in hot standby and found it be in an acceptable condition.
Area 5 housekeeping problems also were pointed out to the licensee
for correction. Typically, the licensee maintains the plant
housekeeping in an excellent condition; however, during refueling
outages it is allowed to slip to unacceptable levels.

Conclusion

The licensee continues to have problems with outage related activities
such as DCI's, inadvertent spills, inadvertent transfers of water, and
housekeeping. Corrective actions by the licensee need to continue and
to be strengthened.

No violations or deviations were identified.

4. Maintenance / Surveillance (62703) (61726)

Selected portions of the plant surveillance, test, and maintenance
activities on safety-related systems and components were observed or
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reviewed to ascertain that the activities were performed in accordance'

with approved procedures, regulatory guides, industry codes and
standards, and the Technical Specifications. The following items were
considered during these inspections: the limiting conditions for
operation were met while components or systems were removed from
service; approvals were obtained prior to initiating the work;

-

activities were accomplished using approved procedures and were
inspected as applicable; functional testing and/or calibration was
performed prior to returning the components or systems to service; parts
and materials that were used were properly certified; and appropriate
fire prevention, radiological, and housekeepin; conditions were
maintained,

a. Maintenance

The reviewed maintenance activities included:

Work Reouest No. Activity

C482620 Implement CMP 89-1015, wiring change for
operator, on valve FC HV-0253.

P484161 Provide DC power from backup charger NK25
to DC switchboard NK04.

P484162 Provide DC power from backup charger NK?S
to DC switchboard NK02.

R483863A Clean and inspect battery charger, E24.

A514527B Determinate and reterminate Limitorque
operator for valve FC HV-0312.

W142427 Disassemble, inspect, and repair mair.
generator per specification M-1096, Refuel
five.

W148361 Troubleshoot and repair operator on valve
EG HV-0013, esseritial service water to
component cooling water train "A"
downstream hand valve.

W498648 Replace torque switch in the operator for
valve EG HV-0060.

A148360A Install motor on operator fc,r valve EG HV-
0060.

W148340 Disassemble, inspect, and repair steam
generator "B" feedwater supply check
valve.

10
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C499645 Rework tubing and supports per CMP 91-1017-

for reactor coolant system loop flow and
transmitter.

W515055 Repair internals of EG HV-0060, component
cooling water from reactor coolant system
inside containment isolation valve.

W512612 Enlarge flange area to allow essential
service water valve removal, EF V-0094.

C499643 Reactor coolant system loop 1 cold leg
flow transmitter, rework tubing and
supports.

S485257 Diesel generator "B" refueling outage
disassembly and routine maintenance.

MPM-BB-QR010 Reactor vessel upper internals removal.

MPM-BB-QR015 Reactor vessel head stud replacement.

MPM-KE-NWOO4 Reactor cavity seal installation.
'

MSM-AC-NV001 Main turbine stop valve inspection.

MSM-AC-NV002 Main turbine control valve inspection.

W513066 Adjust / repair tripper fingers in operator
for valve BN HV-8813.

A471452A Rewire Limitorque operator to valve EJ HV-
87168.

_

< A512464A Rework damaged motor control center
cubicle, circuit breaker feed to valve EJ
HV-8716B.

W514991 Replace stem in valve AB HV-0020.

On May 6,1992, during reassembly of main steam isolation valve AB
HV-0020, a quality control (QC) inspection of the valve seating
surfaces was required. The QC inspector commented several times
about feeling light-headed while his head was inside the valve;
however, he continued to perform his inspection. After several
unsuccessful attempts to complete the cleanliness inspection, the
QC inspector requested that chemistry samplo the inside of the
valve. At this time it was identified that the inside of the
valve was oxygen deficient. The inside of the valve was only 2.2
percent oxygen and the surrounding area was 17 percent oxygen.
The control room was informed of the avent and ventilation was

J established in the area to restore air quality. The valve had
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- been isolated via the downstream main stop valve; however,
nitrogen migrated--from the nitrogen blanket on the steam
generators and collected-in the bottom of the valve. The nitrogen-

blanket is used to protect the steam generator from corrosion.
Corrective action, by the licensee, included an announcement by
the plant manager, at outage meetings, to all personnel, to ensure

_

-

confined spaces are sampled by chemistry prior to entering
potentially hazardous spaces.

During the performance of work request C482620, which required
rewiring the operator for valve KC HV-253 " Fire Protection Loop to
Reactor Building Outer Containment", it was noted that the
operatcr was not wired in accordance with E-27000, "Electr%al
Termination List".- The operability of the valve was not
effected. The operator was to be wired per engineering change
notice #89-1015.- Thc modification was made to allow the valve to
close on limit instead of on torque. Also, during this time, the
QC inspector identified several damaged lugs which were
subsequently replaced. Other parts replaced during this'

maintenance activity included a new fingerbase-(the old one was
cracked) and washers.

,

While observing maintenance activities of a number of Limitorque
operators,-the-inspectors noted that RFR #05213, Revision A, had
been issued and was applicable to all Limitorque operators. The
RFR determined that gasket replacements would not require QC
verification since the gaskets were not on Limitorque's " Critical

-Components List" and thus were considered ncn-safety related.
Based on the RFR, procedure HTM-ZZ-QA002 should be revised to
remove all QC hold points for aasket replacements to all
Limitorque operators,

b. . Surveillance

The reviewed surveillances included:
4

Procedure No. Activity

0SP-GT-00004 Containment purge isolation verification. |

OST-NK-00001 NK battery charger temporary power and use
of spare charger NK25.

OSP-EJ-00003 Inspection of containment recirculation
1sump.

OSP-EM-V0003 Section XI safety injection check valve
exercising.

OSP-EJ-V0002 Section XI- residual heat removal mode 5
valve operability.

12
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OTS-ZZ-00006 Switching procedure for transformer'

differential relaying modification.

OTN-BB-00001 Reactor coolant system dynamic fill and
vent.

ISL-BB-0F415 Calibration of reactor coolant system loop
1, channel 2 flow transmitter.

R498648A Hotor operated valve actuator testing of
EG HV-0060, component cooling water inside
containment isolation valve following
replacement of torque switch.

OTS-KE-00018 Draining the refueling pool.

OTS-SF-00003 Pre-core alteration verifications.

OTG-ZZ-00007 Refuel'sg preparation, performance, and
recovery.

OTS-KE-00022 Refueling equipment integrated check out.

OTS-KE-00017 Filling the refueling pool.

OTN-BB-00002 Reactor coolant system draining.

ETP-ZZ-00035 Refueling performance.

ISL-BB-0F425 Calibration of RCS loop 2 flow.

ISL-BB-0F426 Calibration of RCS loop 2 flow.

R140970A Partial M0 VATS on BN HV-8813.

OTS-KE-00010 Operation of the CRDM unictching tool.

OTS-MA-00001 Backfeed of main step-up transformer.

OTS-NB-00001 Safety related 4160 volt bus outages.

E0A-KE-00001 Reactor cavity seal inflation s!ld
instructions.

HPE-PB-NS002 Annual cleaning, inspection and
lubrication of 13.8 and 4.16 kv
switchgear.

MPE-PG-NX001 Cleaning and inspection, of 13.8 kv and
480 v molded power switches.

ETP-BB-03147 Reactor vessel head removal.

13
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E1P-KE-03001 Preparation and use of reactor cavity
seal.

ESP-GL-H1004 Hydrostatic test of component cooling
water pump "A" room cooler.

MSE-NK-QB012 Refuel outage inspections and surveillance
of NK12 battery and NK22 battery charger.

ISL-SE-00N44 Power range N44 axial flux difference.

- On April 4, 1992, a washer was inadvertently dropped into battery
cell #60 of battery bank NK12. The incident occurred while
connecting intercell connectors during reassembly efforts for the
battery bank. After difficulty was experienced during battery
post determinations, due to interference from the hydrogen gas
vent, a decision was made to remove the vent to facilitate bolt
and washer installations. However, no precautionaiy measures were
considered or taken to prevent foreign objects from entering the
hydrogen vent hole even though working conditions warranted such
actions. After determination was completed, the vent was not
replaced. Subsequently, during another determination, a stainless
steel washer fell into the hydrogen vent hole. The battery cell
was replaced under W512932 and retested satisfactorily under
R512932A. To prevent damaging additional cells, covers were
fabricated by the licensee to cover the vent holes during future
work activities. Also, MSE-NK-QB0ll, 12, 13, and 14 will be
revised to ensure that vrit holes are covered when the gas vent is
removed.

During the performance of 0TS-ZZ-00006, the "A" diesel generator-

was operated for the first time following maintenance. The NRC
inspector observed several bolts loose on a flange connection to
one of two air start headers. The equipment operator was
notified, but prior to maintenance arriving to tighten the two
bolts, they. fell off. Maintenance replaced the bolts later that
evening (WR 145537). Maintenance also determined that the
installed bolting was of the wrong size. The correct size bolting
was installed and a nonconforming material / deficiency report (NMR)
was issued. The operability of the diesel generator was not
affected as the licensee had previously verifn.d that the
generator could start and come up to speed on only one bank of
startira air within the time limits assumed in the accident
analyses.

No violations or deviations were identified.
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5. Reliable Decay Heat Removal Durina Outaaes (TI 2515/113)

The NRC inspectors reviewed licensee activities during refueling outage
five which had the potential for contributing significantly to a loss of
capability to remove decay heat from the reactor.-

For the first time, the licensee impiemented a Shutdown Safety Status
Board concept. The concept was borrowed from several other licensees
and was similar to the Safety Status Trees format used for at power
accidents. The status of core reactivity, core cooling, power
availability, containment, reactor coolant system inventory, and RCS
integrity was monitored. During times when the RCS was in a reduced
inventory condition, or when the RCS was in mid-loop operations the
licensee was in a state of heightened awareness. The intent of the
status board was to help ensure appropriate precautions were taken when
the RCS capability to remove decay heat was reduced.

The licensee paid close attention to the availability of power to the
safeguards busses. The switchyard was locked and access was restricted
such that control room personnel had to give permission to enter.
Whenever a vehicle with a load entered the switchyard there was a
requirement to have a flagman observe for obstacles. Work was
coordinated with the load dispatcher in St. Louis to ensure that any job
performed in the switchyard was accomplished during times when the RCS
was not at risk. Quality Assurance audit personnel verified these
activities on a sample basis and interviewed load dispatch to ensure
that work in switchyards that lead to Callaway was not being performed
during times the RCS was at risk.

The licensee modified the outage schedule to minimize the time spent at
mid-loop level of the RCS. The licensee waited until all of the fuel
had been removed from the reactor prior to going to mid-loop, to install
steam generator nozzle dams. The only time the licensee entered mid-
loop operations with fuel in the reactor, was at the end of the outage
in order to remove the steam generator nozzle dams. This ensured that
if decty heat removal capability was lost, more time was available to
recover prior to any fuel damage.

Prior to the refueling outage, review boards were held on a weekly basis
to assess major work activities. This assessment included; ensuring
that all work documents were prepared, coordination of the activity into
the outage schedule, containment equipment hatch scheduling, scaffolding
requirements, contingency plans and schedule risk assessment, nuclear
safety risk assessment and procedure preparation. The activities were
specifically reviewed to determine their impact on nuclear safety and
whether that impact could be reduced or otherwise counterbalanced.

Prior to going into the outage, the licensee determined that the TS did
not specifically rcquire that the shutdown load sequencers be maintained
in an operable status. With the unavailability of the load sequencers,
the ability of the emergency diesel generators to pick up the AC
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emergency busses and carry the safety-related loads, if needed, would be'

adversely impacted. The operators would have to manually start and load
emergency equipment onto tie emergency busses. The licensee implemented
an internal TS interpretation that required the load sequencer be

' maintained o>erable whenever its associated electrical train was
required to se operable. In addition, the licensee plans on requesting
a TS change in order to clarify the need to have the shutdown sequencers
operable.

The above information was obtained and reviewed along with additional
information on licensee practices for maintaining reliable decay heat
removal during refueling outages.

Conclusion

The licensee understood and took precautions for the kinds of events
that can occur while in a refueling outage. The licensee appeared tc
have appropriate procedures with the necessary information and training
having been implemented.

No violations or deviations were identified.

6. Enaineered Safety Features (ESF) System Walkdown (71710)

The inspectors performed a walkdown of the Residual Heat Removal system
(RHR or system designator EJ). This walkdown independently verified
that a selected ESF system was operable as required by plant technical
specifications.

The inspectors utilized the Operations Normal Procedure, OTN-EJ-00001,
Revision 6, " Residual Heat Removal System" and Piping and
Instrumentation Diagram, M-22EJ01, " Residual Heat Removal System to
perform the walkdown.-

Overall, the system was well maintained-with a minimum' number of
condition tags hung. However, from the plant walkdown, comparison of
procedures and prints, review of TSs, and review of the Updated Safety

- Analysis Report (USAR), the following minor discrepancies _ were noted.

Inconsistencies between-the P&lD and the OTN for locked valves-

Missing labels-

- Component labels.not_ consistent with descriptions on OTN

- OTN did not specify if caps were required on vent and drain valves

OTN incorrectly specified the power to valve HV 8809A-

Checkoff List No. 3' incorrectly designated the-required status of the
-

. " power locksut hand switch for EJ HIS-8809A" as closed instead of-

isolate (150). If the " power lockout hand switch" is correctly in the
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_150 position,_-the control power circuit for the breaker is open whichr

prevents the valve' from being operated.- An operator could have
thought:that the-incorrect status designation of " closed" meant that the
List required the control power circuit to be closed and the valve to be
capable of being _ operated.

Conclusion

Overall, the RHR system was maintained in an operable-and ready status.
The licensee has implen.ented the new labeling program on the system by
replacing all old labels with the new computerized ones. Houwkeeping
was average in the RHR pump and heat exchanger rooms.

7. Insoection of Licensee Event Reogriji_(LER) 92]AQ

Through direct observ.tions, discussions with licensee personnel, and a
review of records, the following licensee event reports were reviewed to
determine that reportability requirements were fulfilled, that immediate
corrective action was accomplished, and that corrective action to
prevent recurrence was accomplished in accordance with Technical
Specifications. The LERs listed below are considered closed.

a. (Closed)'LER 91001: Technical Soecification 4.0.4 Violated Durina
. Power Ascension- Followina Refuel by Enterino Modes 3. 2. and I

with the-Surveillance not Current for Over Temoerature Delta
Temperature. Over Power Delta Temperature and Vessel Delta

Tem:erature

Backoround

On March 1, 1991, while at 100 percent power,_the licensee
determined that TS 4.0.4 ha been violated during startup
following refueling outage four. This TS requires that " entry
into an operational mode or other specified condition shall not be
made unless-the surveillance requirement (s) associated with the ,

limiting condition for.operati_on have been performed within the
stated surveillance interval or_as-otherwise specified." The
plant had entered Modes 3, 2, and -1 following several refueling
outages with the surveillance-on delta temperature nought-(DTO)
not current. =The DT0-value is the full power delta temperature
across the core, and can . vary from cycle to cycle. .Even though
DTO, can not be determined at less than 100 percent power, the TS
did not grant an exception to -TS 4.0.4---to allow the plant to go to
full power to measure _ DTO.

Inspector's Review

This LER was previously reviewed and closed in paragraph four of
NRC inspection report 483/91019, issued February 12, 1992.

On August 7, 1991, the licensee submitted a TS change request to
! the-NRC. On April 16, 1992, the NRC informed the licensee that
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the TS change request was not required and was being denied. The'

NRC informed the licensee that the two percent initial gain used,
along with verifications performed during the startup of the unit,
would ensure that the delta Ts would be set in a conservative
manner and in accordance with TSs.

This LER is closed,

b. (Closed) LER 92002: Reactor Trio On A Reactor Coolant System Loop
Low Flow Sional Due To A Worker Inadvertently Dumoino Doen An

,

Instrument Valve

Backoround

On January 22, 1992, with the reactor at full power, a reactor
trip was received on an indicated low flow in reactor coolant
system loop "C".

Licensee's Evaluation of Root Cause and Corrective Action

Root Cause

While not definitively proven, the licensee believes that the trip ,

was caused by a worker inside containment nadvertently bumping
one of the loop "C" flow transmitters. Tb n bump produced a low
pressure spike in the sensing lines for the flow transmitters,
causing the momentary indicated low RCS loop flow.

Corrective Action

The licensee visually marked the area around all of the RCS flow
transmitters in order to warn personnel of the sensitivity of the
transmitters. In addition, the licensee plans on incorporating
this event into future training of plant personnel to sensitize
them to the need to be careful around plant equipment. Additional
guidelines were to be established, in the plant procedure for
containment entries at power, to ensure that prior to entries that
personnel would be warned of the need to be careful around plant
equipment.

Inspector's Review

The reactor trip discussed in this LER was originally exained as
part of NRC inspection report 483/91019. All plant equipment
operated as designed. The NRC iaspectors resoonded to the control
room following the trip and ;bserved the licensee's recovery. In
addition, the NRC inspectors attended the licensee's event review
team investigation into the event. The followup by the licer.see
into this event was determined to be prompt and thorough. The
licensee attempted to reproduce the event but was unable to get
more than one channel to trip. Two out of three channels are
required to give a low RCS finw signal. Instrumentatie carried
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by the personnel entering was evaluated for electromagnetic*

.gnals which could have caused the flow instruments to spike, but
oc "c.h signals were identified. Computer records were evaluated
to 'crmine if someone with a small tw dio could have
acc.uently transmitted at a location th,o-way raat could have caused the
flow instruments to spike, but none were '"entified.

This LER is closed.

8. Exit Meetina (71707)

The inspectors mat with licensee representatives (denoted under Persons
Contacted) at intervals during the inspection period. The inspectors
stiamarin.d the sco)e and findings of the inspection. The licensee
representatives ac(nowledged the findings as reported herein. The
inspectors also discussed the likely informational content of the
inspection report with regard to documents or processes reviewed by the
inspectors during the inspection. The licensee did not identify any
such documents / processes as proprietary.

I
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